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Introduction
Dear students,
I am Allen Zhu, program coordinator of Fanfan Studio design internship program. In the report
below, you can see what the students who already have been in China for the internship
thought and experienced. The architecture design industry in China is still booming since the
needs for houses and needs for business buildings are very high. It leads to a great demand
for architects, urban planner, interior and landscape architects. So a lot design talents come to
China to find their dreams. China is also a very different place from EURO or USA, you will
like here very much. Chinese people are very warm hearted, they will help you if you get any
difficulty on the street or in the company. But Chinese people are also very shy, they will not
talk with you until you talk with them first (even they really want to talk with you). For the
internship you will have in China, it will also be different from what you have in your country.
Sometimes you will be very busy for one project which will need you to work until midnight,
sometimes you will have little job to do staying there for a day. It is the way of working here in
most architecture firms. The Chinese internship is very unique experience you will have and
as you can see in the reports below that every one enjoy the experience here.

Foreign Incoming Youth in 2011
1. Giovanni Cossu-Italy-Architecture
2. Alba Beroiz-Spain-Architecture
3. Andreea Chiser-Romania-Architecture
4. Irina Duma-Romania-Architecture
5. Catherine Baciu-Romania-Architecture
6. Nicola Ghirardi-Italy-Architecture
7. Alina Mihaela-Romania-Architecture
8. Dan Ababei-Romania-Landscape
9. Andra Giuglea-Romania-Landscape
10. Adrian Enache-Romania-Landscape
11. Andra Tihon-Romania-Landscape
12. Anamaria Spulber-Romania-Architecture
13. Alex Isan-Romania-Architecture
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14. Grant Hancock-UK-Architecture
15. Cristina Enche-Romania-Architecture
16. Mihai Medvedovici-Romania-Architecture
17. Andreea Batros-Romania-Architecture
18. Ruxandra.Corfita-Romania-Architecture
19. Elena Lucia-Romania-Architecture
20. Vlad Osiac-Romania-Architecture
21. Tommaso Zanella-Italy-Architecture
22. Alexandra Tobescu-Romania-Architecture
23. Simona Toeder-Romania-Architecture
24. Francesca Jorio-Italy-Architecture
25. Manuela Mappa-Italy-Architecture
26. Ariona Bilo-Italy-Architecture
27. Elisa Ascari-Italy-Architecture
28. Fraser Maitland-UK-Architecture
29. Pedro Melo-Spain-Architecture
30. Aura Istrate-Romania-Architecture
31. Paola Sammarco-Italy-Architecture
32. Meikala Bennett-Australia-Architecture
33. andina Taban-Romania-Architecture
34. Alexandra Iulia-Romania-Architecture
35. Ruben Ruiz-Spain-Architecture
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Students Report
Tommaso Zanella-Italy-Architecture
Shanghai has been in my mind since few months before graduating, as a perfect destination
where to try a new good experience as an architect; then I forgot about it, because I chose a
different way, heading toward different kind of experiences, until Fanfan offers came to my
hands, and they brought my old desires back to life! I couldn't lose this great opportunity...and
here I am, since 7 weeks already.
Even if I can say to be quite used to
change my life environment for short
periods, i was expecting China not to be
an easy place where to live.
Unexpectedly for me, Shanghai is
absolutely a great city providing almost
everything you need while living far from
your country. Few weeks have been
seriously enough to get familiar with the
everyday life here in Shanghai.
What I was actually expecting is the
complexity of the Chinese culture, and of
all those behaviors that make Chinese
people so different from people generally
coming from western culture countries.
Of course this is one of the main reasons
why I’m here, besides the good chance that the Chinese work world can offer nowadays to
young people.
After one month and a half working, I still notice huge differences between my way of thinking
and my working style, and my office working process. I hope I will be able to bring some new
interesting point of view to the team I’m working with, but I especially hope that I will be really
satisfied about this experience, which I actually think it's gonna enrich my background, and
my skills; not exclusively my architect skills, but rather my team work abilities and my capacity
of understanding different ways of thinking and different references, which are basically the
main obstacles that usually make the communication a bit hard.
Considering these difficulties as an important part of this experience, I find myself quite
satisfied so far, even if the office I'm working with is mainly dealing with landscape design,
which is not really my subject. I can say this, because I recognize the work itself just as a part
of the wider experience I’m living here in China, which is obviously a really complete
experience if you live it at 360 degrees.
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Paola Sammarco-Italy-Architecture
My name is Paola and I come from Italy. I am a young
Building Engineer recently graduated from "Politecnico di
Milano".
I have always dreamed of having a unique and
unrepeatable life experience in a Country rich in tradition
and with an inimitable and fascinating culture.
This dream is becoming true, day after day here in
Shanghai, thanks to being in touch with fantastic Chinese
people in this beautiful Country which can increasingly
charm my way of thinking and my personality.
Even if I have been in Shanghai for just two weeks, I can feel to be part of those special
people who are around me; my Chinese friends are becoming my point of reference for my
daily opportunity of cultural growth! And I really would like to learn Mandarin in order to be
able to communicate with everybody here in China! It could be very nice that's why I will do
my best to learn quickly!
The training experience in the company is enriching me from the educational point of view,
with regard to my major, and not only; this experience in the Institute is also an exclusive
opportunity for an interesting cultural exchange! This is the motivation why I have decided to
come to China! I want to give new values to my cultural and formative "baggage"!
In the office it is very interesting to combine my own ideas with Chinese young talents'
creativity and together we can create new architectural projects with so meany strengths!
To have experience with young Chinese is favorable because there is always a close
collaboration in the creative team!
Once back in Italy, I will have a lot to say to my family and friends and I hope to stay in touch
with Chinese friends also in the future!

Nicola Ghirardi-Italian-Architecture
"My internship in Shanghai came to me so randomly!! I was not really supposed to come here,
but a friend told me about Fanfan, and as I applied they answered me with many offers, and
real soon a Chinese company contracted me for 6 months! i
was so excited that I couldn't wait, and I came to Shanghai
after 2 weeks!
In the company there were just local people, and not all of
them could speak English properly, but everyone has been
so kind and helpful with me since the beginning!
Of course moving to China is not so easy, between
bureaucracy, rent, transportation, and then way of life and different habits! But anyway i never
really felt alone or left out, getting to know many people around really fast, as Shanghai is
also pretty full of foreigners!
Fanfan also organized some nice activities, such as meetings, events, trips, dinner and so
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on... it was really cool because I had the chance to know many people doing my same
experience here, and to get new friends!
Professionally, I also found many differences, comparing the company to the previous office
I’ve been working for. At the beginning my work was easier and more operative, but after few
months they started to give me more responsibility in the project design and inside the
creative process. I have a really good feeling with all my bosses; they've always been kind
and respectful to me.
Now, after 5 months, they are offering me a contract for another year, and basically I see good
perspective, so I think I’m going to accept it!
I'm really happy about my experience, and I can really say that it changed my life (a lot!)
Of course, I also have other friends that had not such good experiences like mine, but, after
being lucky, I also think that it is really important to keep a positive attitude in these situations,
because there's always so much to learn and many (maaanyyyyy) surprises around the
corner! Especially in SH!!! :)"

Ruben Ruiz-Spain-Architecture
I've been living and working as an architect in Shanghai for
three months already and I have to say that the experience so
far has been awesome.
The possibility of coming to live to a place like China seemed
to me like entering a different world, a place where you would
have to change all your habits. In a way that was right, I've
lived in some countries in Europe and China is not just like any
other place.
Living in China has become a more than interesting
experience in these first three months, and I have to say that Shanghai is the perfect city to
enter such a different country because it offers a perfect balance between Chinese life and
expat life. It is the most international city in China so it is prepared to help foreigners who don't
speak Chinese, you will find many more Chinese people speaking in English in Shanghai than
in any other city in China (you can also see many signs on the street written in English and
even in the Metro you can here information in English).
At work I had to get used to a new way of working and face some difficulties with the language.
Communication was the big issue at the beginning but we worked that out, people in the office
tried hard with English and were patient with my difficulties. Now I just ended my three months
probation period and they seem to be happy with my performance, so I will stay as a regular
employee.
I came to Shanghai alone but it was easy to find people to share the experience with. I've
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made many good friends in these first months and I am enjoying every single minute in China.
How long will I stay? Who knows? I don't have a dead line, I am enjoying this too much to
think on when it will be over.

Fraser Maitland-UK-Architecture
Having now completed five weeks of my architectural training and cultural experience in
Shanghai, I can testify to both the value and importance of architectural learning in an
international environment.
So far, I have been involved in projects at various
stages of development, aiding with site analysis,
design, and the production of 3D graphics for
presentation. I have found a great value in aiding
and observing the development of projects through
various stages of development, from concept to
construction, an important contrast to the theoretical
design of projects at university. Furthermore, the
experience I have gained in handling advanced
modeling software will support the project work I will
undertake upon my return to the United Kingdom in September.
The office too provides an excellent working environment. Despite the problematic
English-Chinese language barrier, my colleagues have been welcoming and have integrated
my developing skills into the various ongoing projects. As I live in Shanghai, I hope to be able
to develop my Mandarin, using it to further my learning in the office.
I have expanded my architectural scope through the observation of experienced architects
and through producing visual work important to the presentation and understanding of a
project. Following a site visit to Changzhou, I produced a 3D model of the existing landscape
and buildings, which will be used a tool to illustrate to a client the manner in which the site will
develop over the period of construction. During the early stages of this developing project, as
the practice establishes design proposals, I have also produced analysis documents,
breaking down the function and circulation of the existing hospital, informing the brief for the
replacement building. As the project develops, I expect to become involved in design and
presentation work, learning and developing skills that I can carry forward into the
post-graduate part of my university degree.
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Ruxandra Corfita-Romania-Architecture
My internship started 2 months ago at the beginning of October. In my first week here you had
your national holiday so I didn’t go to work. It was better for me because I had time to analyze
a bit this beautiful city.
I will start this report with my opinion about living in Shanghai. I must say that I simply love
China. I love it since I was four years old and I always wanted to visit it and to live here, at
least for a short period of time. I was
in China before in May but I only
visited Yiwu and Beijing. For the first
moment I felt like being home. So
for me China is similar with my
home.
About Shanghai, to be honest I
expected this city to be full of cars
and tall buildings (actually it is
but…). But it also has the human
scale. I mean that you don’t feel so
small like in Manhattan. I like the
contrasts. Shanghai is full of them.
It is interesting. In one hundred
meters you could find at least four
worlds in the same time. I love the
parks. I love the way people play
sports here.
Yes, it’s true in the first weeks it was
a bit hard with the food, with the
language sometimes… For
example at a moment I had an awful
pain in my arm for one week and I tried to go alone to the pharmacy to find the right medicine.
I couldn’t. And the pain was increasing. In the end I asked my Chinese colleague to help me.
We found some magical plasters and that was. After that the things became easy.
About my office, well this subject it’s tricky. Working here is totally different than in my country.
We, people who work in architecture, know that you have to change and to improve your work
all the time. Sometimes is frustrating. You can not see the end of the project. You’re tired and
everything seems to be wrong. And one moment after, almost instantly, we see the light. Ok,
maybe I’m too romantic. I’ll stop. I’m trying to be objective but it is hard, as I’m writing about
my personal experience.
The company where I’m working is a French one, which has the main office in Beijing. I like
their projects. I think people working in VP China are very good professional. And I like my
colleagues. They are very patient and our boss is the most patient man I have ever met.
Another different point… Before starting working I used to make a list with all my objectives,
considering that if you are not organized you can not do a good job. In this office I don’t have
this list. And for the moment it is at least strange. I don’t think this is good. I’m a bit confused
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at the moment, because I enjoy designing in this office, but I really hate the undefined
schedule. For example back home you could knew for sure that the deadline is in three days
time and what exactly do you have to do. I also think that because we don’t have the same
mother language the communication is a bit complicated.
Finally, I want to say that I’m happy to be in Shanghai. I learn all the time new things and I met
a lot of nice people. And most of the time is easier to be here than home. Strange I’d say…

Vlad Osiac-Romania-Architecture
"In July 2011 I graduated from Ion Mincu Architecture
and Urban Planning University from Bucharest Romania,
with a master degree in interior design. Of course, giving
the economic situation in Europe at the moment, I found
myself struggling between small uninteresting projects.
So joking with my father one night, he stated that if I
want to work on some real projects, I should go to
China.
So I did.
After some minor research on the internet, I stumbled across Fanfan. I sent them the CV and
Portfolio, and in a couple of weeks I had already 2 internship offers. So I choose DONGZHU
Architects.
From the beginning I knew I did a good choice. The amount of involvement I got in their
projects, right from the start was incredible for me, mostly because I never got the chance to
work on such a big scale projects, having assignments from designing art deck high rise
buildings, to private VIP villas, a conference center, some retail buildings, and even some
sculptural art. And everybody knows that time goes quicker when u is enjoying your work.
So now, in my third month of China, I got offered a permanent architect position, and I
accepted it, extending my stay here from the 3 planed months to a n months stay, where "n" is
unknown."

Mihai Medvedovici-Romania-Architecture
I arrived in Shanghai for my three month cultural
exchange on the 1st of October, not knowing what to
expect, other than going to a distant country very
different from my own, but soon I found out that life in
Shanghai isn't all that different from what I knew back
home. Because there are quite a few young European
people doing similar programs here, I am part of a big
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group, so I never feel lonely, and besides I met a lot of very friendly Chinese people who I
already call my friends.
The experience at the architecture company I am doing my training in has been very
interesting, although a little tiring, because architecture is a very dynamic and demanding field.
In spite of this, I don't regret coming to China for my training, because it's a unique opportunity
to see how a big international company designs buildings at a larger scale than in Europe at
the moment.

Pedro Melo-Spain-Architecture
Talking about China in my country was talking
about unimaginable things; thought was a distant
country, sincerely strange and impossible to live in.
All that changed once you land in Shanghai.
Skyscrapers, people and taxis is the perfect
definition for this great city!
I've noticed that is full of good and noble people,
ready to help with whatever is needed and when
they do not understand you, they try it really hard.
Thus began my experience in China.
It is true there are things I miss from my country,
but here I found refuge in others.
At first it seems odd, no one understands you and
sunlight never seems to come through. But it is not,
better days are coming, Shanghai is unpredictable
Life compared to other countries is very
accequible,
transportation,
food,
housing
everything is twice cheaper and to my surprise
quality is much better.
I live in one of the most charming neighborhood Jingan District, in an apartment number 30
and the views are incredible. Still can believe I can say that I am actually living in China!
As for work I can not ask for more, the atmosphere is very quiet, my co-workers and
employees are very friendly and although we sometimes do not understand each other, there
is always ... Google translator.
A friend gave me the clever idea of learning two words per day and that I'm doing, with the
help of my co-workers and my effort, I think that soon I'll have a more extensive vocabulary
and can communicate more easily.
What has surprised me is the dedication and delivery of Chinese for work. It's amazing to see
that if a project is not completed, they won’t go, even though they can finish the next day. This
has really taught me not to leave for tomorrow what you can do today.
One big difference I've noticed at the office, compared with Spain or the Dominican Republic,
is that designing concepts are always lean toward Art Deco movement, which I like very much
because I was not familiar with this line and I'm learning new things every day. Besides that,
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creativity is not as important as punctuality in handing out a project to a client. This last point
is really tough for me to learn, because I was taught that first come the creativity.
It is true that culture shock is large when compared with Western countries, but if you're
willing to live the adventure, let yourself go and open up new possibilities, you're in the perfect
city... Shanghai is inexhaustible!

Andreea Batros-Romania-Architecture
My name is Andreea Maria Batros, I come
from Romania. I’m been living in Shanghai
for almost 3 months and I have to say I find
life here really amazing!
I enjoy working in my company. I met really
nice people here, starting with Chinese staff
that has been very helpful in my first days
here, and also the foreigners’ team! I get to
work on interesting projects and this is a
chance that in
Romania I would never
have had mainly because architecture and
construction field is pretty low right now. I
like that they have an organized program
and we always respect it, expect maybe for
2 or 3 times when we had to spend overtime
because we had a deadline.
I came here for 6 months training program,
but to be honest I would like to stay longer.
The city is amazing! I discover interesting things every day, I meet new people at every step
and everyone is so kind and they smile every time. I didn’t have time to visit other cities until
now but I plan on doing that before I go back to my country.
I want to thank FanFan for all the help and support they offered, Allen who helped me with all
the documents before I came here (sorry if I was a little pushy at one point) and Tina who is
amazing!!
So in the end, it’s an experience worth living and I am glad I had the chance to come here!
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Aura Istrate-Romania-Architecture
Experiencing a new environment and new urban regulations is an
important fact for a planner, as he has to deal with the
expectations and requirements citizens, investors and
administration have from an urban space.
The situation in China is not much more different from what is
happening in other countries. Besides the regulation, which, in my
opinion is less strict, the main objectives followed are the same –
those of having a better city from economic, environmental and
social point of view for our societies. It is interesting, though, to
apply in design projects the values and requests different cultures
have from a living space.
In this particular office, where I live my own experience, I appreciate most the fact that
everyone’s ideas are listened and that each of us is doing what he knows best to do, in other
words trying to practice his profession as good as possible.

Alexandra Tobescu-Romania-Architecture
My life in Shanghai has changed so much! Everything is so different but pleasant, and for me
the best work to describe it would be: fascinating. Starting from simply walking on the street
and having people smiling at you or offering different treats
from actually enjoying experiences with new friends or
Chinese people, everything seems like a dream and after 2
months here I still cannot believe I am on the other side of the
world.
Working here as a graduated architect is also very different.
Different working styles - not necessarily programs - but a
different approach in thinking and handling situations, but I am
happy to learn and acquire any new techniques. Chinese
people seem to work very hard, no matter the hour, and they
are very devoted to their job. Even if they would not be very
keen to adopt western styles or building they do know them,
and try to get as much information about western architecture as possible, which can be
nothing but a good feature. I would be gladly to stay longer than originally planned; I can
never get tired of Shanghai.
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Alba Beroiz-Spain-Architecture
I have been working here in Shanghai for 1 month and a
half now. It is a Chinese company, and all my colleagues
are Chinese, so that means I am the only one from
occident. But they are all being very kind to me, and they
try the best to make me feel comfortable.
Sometimes communication is a little bit difficult, because
the English level of lots of them is not very high, or just
because they are so embarrassed to talk in English that
they call other people to translate for them, although the
level is good enough. But in the end we have always
understood each other.
The wonderful thing of being doing an architecture
internship in china is that here the construction process
goes really fast, so you can see one design that you
have been working on being built really fast. Another good point is that they really appreciate
foreign architects, because we can bring the studio new ideas and styles. They will listen to
and considerate all your ideas, and for sure they will like all of them (that means lots of
possibilities to build them).
And we can also learn from them the quick rhythm they have to do things, they are very
efficient.
The bad thing is that the quality of the architecture in china is not as good as it is in Europe...
but of course, that’s only my opinion.
About the life in Shanghai, it’s great to live here! Everyday a new surprise is waiting for you.
Walking among skyscrapers while you are watching people selling all kind of prepared food in
every corner of the street is a unique experience. Contrasting, traditional and modernity.
And there are so many things to do in such a big city. You can find almost anything you want.
Even beautiful traditional little villages are very close to Shanghai.
In conclusion, although there are things that could make my life a little bit better in China (like
speaking Chinese), I am very happy to have decided to come here, and right now I would not
want to be anywhere else!

ARCHIBUCKS
Employment & Training Program
"Your passport to China !"
What is ARCHIBUCKS Program
ARCHIBUCKS Program is a global professional architect training and employment program.
It is founded by Fanfan International Education Studio in 2009. This program aims to provide
architecture design industry related working experience and job opportunities to architects all
over the world. This program does services for local design institute and international
companies in China to recruit global candidates to join and develop together with culture
recognition in the following Vision and Mission.
Vision:
To distinguish and serve international value-driven employers and candidates; to be a positive
engine to support add-value development by providing candidates to Chinese architecture
firms
Mission:
- To provide excellent training experience and job positions for applicants
- To develop efficient and high quality cooperation system with architecture firms continually
- To help cross-cultural understanding to benefit both architecture firms and architects
- To distinguish high quality architecture firms and architects to maintain program in high
quality
What ARCHIBUCKS program offers to you?
A.
Internship and Working Opportunity in China.
China is a booming market for Architecture. Hundred thousand of projects are moving
on this incredible country. Financial Crisis comes, Chinese architecture companies still
have so many projects to do until next years’ middle. European Architecture market is
shrinking, there are not enough projects for new graduate students even experienced
professionals to do. China will be a great place for you to explore your new future career
development!
B.
One-stop job hunting service
To work in China, please feel no worry about the visa or any other negotiation with
employers. ARCHIBUCKS will handle all these stuffs for you. The only thing you have
to do is to send us your CV and portfolio. Then wait for the good news from China! We
will never let you down if you really want to come to China to explore your future.
How ARCHIBUCKS program works
Applicants package collection ———— send your CV and portfolio titled as “internship
program/ junior architect program-name-major-country” to archibucks@vip.163.com
Packages selection by employer ———— Each package will be sent to employer to select
Applicants interview ———— Interview between possible applicants and employers

Sending acceptance Letter or Contract ———— Applicant who has been enrolled will get
invitation letter and acceptance package from employers
Process visa ———— ARCHIBUCKS will process visa for applicants to come to China
Start Work in China ———— Buy fly ticket and welcome to China!
Working Conditions
A．Salary
Internship program
Internship program will be provided to candidates who are not graduated from bachelor
study. Your salary will be 4000RMB per month.
Junior Architect program
Junior Architect program will be provided to candidates who have over 1 year working
experience after the bachelor study. Your salary in China for the fist 6 months will be
5000 RMB per month. And after that, your salary will up to 8000 – 15000 RMB per
month if the company decides to hire you.
B． Cost
Cost in China is different depending on which city you work. In Shanghai, the normal
lodging cost is around 3500 - 4000 RMB, which includes accommodation, daily traffic
and 3 meals.
C.
Accommodation
ARCHIBUCKS will provide accommodation searching service for you to find your new
home in China if you need. The standard accommodation for 1 person will be 1 single or
double room with shared bath room. Television and wash machine and kitchen is also
provided.
D.
Contact person
For any question about the work or daily life in China, please feel free to email
archibucks@vip.163.com for advice.
Program fee of ARCHIBUCKS program
Application Fee: 500 RMB, no refundable
Program Fee:
For Internship program: 4000 RMB program fee
The Internship program requires candidates to have at least 3 months internship in
China. Archibucks will provide company invitation letter or government visa
notification form for the candidate. Please notice due to the Chinese visa policy is
changing all the time, Archibucks can only provide the needed materials for your visa
application but can not guarantee the length of visa you have. Visa extension service will
be provided to the candidate who need, extension fee is 2500 RMB per time. Each
extension can give a new 3 months visa to the candidate. The visa application fee
charged by each Chinese consulate in each country and fly ticket is afforded by
candidates their own.

For Junior Architect program: 6000 RMB program fee + 750 RMB health check fee
The Junior Architect program requires the candidate to have at least 1 year working
experience after bachelor study. Candidate will be granted a one year multi entry
working visa for the program which can enable him to stay one year in China. The
candidate will need to do a health check in China when he arrives. The visa application
fee charged by each Chinese consulate in each country and fly ticket is afforded by
candidates their own.
Chinese Mentor Service(for both program): We provide a Chinese volunteer to pick
candidate up in the airport and bring him to the accommodation and do police office
registration with him and also buy local mobile card. The service fee is included in the
program fee.
Accommodation Searching Service Fee: 40% of the month rent (once payment)
Q&A
What ARCHIBUCKS program offers to enrolled candidates?
Every candidate has been recruited by ARCHIBUCKS program will have internship or
job position in one local design institute or international firms in China. For Junior
Architect program candidate, they will get a 1 year working visa in China and the first 6
months is a probation period. After the probation, both employer and employee will
decide whether they want to stay with each other for longer time. If yes, candidate can
renegotiate the salary with the employer and stay in the company for another 6 months
and afterwards, we will extend his or her visa for another 1 year ( if candidates want to
keep on working in this company or China, we will keep doing service for them). If no,
we will arrange another company for this candidate or he or she can decide to find a job
by him or herself. We can also help to arrange the working visa.
What salary level will ARCHIBUCKS Program offers?
In internship program, candidate will get 4000 RMB every month to cover their basic
life needs and wants (traffic fee, 3 meals and accommodation).
In Junior Architect program, candidates will get 5000 RMB during the first 6 months
probation period. After probation period, candidates will sign formal employment
agreement with the employer, and their salary level will be from 8000 RMB to
15000RMB, depends on their abilities.
How much will ARCHIBUCKS program charge for?
For Internship program, candidates should pay 500 RMB for application fee and 4000
RMB program fee. Visa extension service will be provided to candidate who needs, 2500
RMB per time. Each extension can give a 3 months visa extension. The visa application
fee charged by each Chinese consulate in each country and fly ticket is afforded by
candidates their own.
For working visa, candidates should pay 500 RMB for application fee and 6000 RMB for
program fee. The visa application fee charged by each Chinese consulate in each county
and fly ticket is afforded by candidates their own. The health check fee charged by
hospital is afforded by applicant himself, which are around 750 RMB.

Contact us
Allen Zhu
Recruitment Consultant
Tel: +86-21-33661613
Fax: +86-21-33250146
Email: archibucks@vip.163.com
Address: Room 910, No. 400, Middle Zhejiang Road,
Shanghai, China (200021)
www.archibucks.com

